
the limits of leadership



Assumptions

future conflict: communications denied environment

leaders must continue mission



vision values   relationships trust



effectiveness





resilience







adaptability





bold claim 1: 

nations
institutions

organizations
teams

perspectives
are impermanent experiments 

every decision to preserve them, a hypothesis





leaders must manage both

risk
opportunity

in the short and long terms

Secondary effects are usually longer lasting and more important than primary intentions



bold claim 2: 

leaders ARE
best suited to
most uncomfortable

address(ing) uncertainty



bold claim 3: 

To address uncertainty

leaders will  

create processes
leverage automation 
centralize anything

to keep you from screwing it all up.





bold claim 4: 

Processes aim to create a predictable future

are engineered to mitigate human error
capture cost savings
limit tinkering
rapidly identify & fix problems
cultivate a culture of compliance & validation
are rarely adaptive  



bold claim 5: 

automation   
elevates 
increases
reinforces 
validates

a human’s unique analytical ability
to succeed and to fail





bold claim 6: 

centralization of anything is a luxury of 

undisrupted
undisputed
unmessedwith
always fragile

communications technology



bold claim 7: 

people & technology comprise the DNA of Tactics 
Techniques 
Procedures



bold claims 8: 

leaders must cultivate relationships 
before their organization is

hacked
isolated
fractured
defeated
irrelevant
destroyed



bold claim 9: 

leaders must cultivate options before their tech is disrupted
denied
degraded
destroyed



vision values   relationships trust
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